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Abstract. This contribution describes the programme for
one part of the automatic Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis.
Some experiments (for example [14]) documented the considerable improvement of the naturalness of synthetic
speech, but this approach requires completing the input
feature values by hand. This completing takes a lot of time
for big files. We need to improve the prosody by other
approaches which use only automatically classified features (input parameters). The artificial neural network
(ANN) approach is used for the modeling of prosody parameters. The program package contains all modules
necessary for the text and speech signal pre-processing,
neural network training, sensitivity analysis, result
processing and a module for the creation of the input data
protocol for Czech speech synthesizer ARTIC [1].
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1. Introduction
A probabilistic behavior of the speech signal is a motivation to use a statistical approach, for example, an artificial neural network (ANN) in the text-to-speech processing, especially for improving the quality of synthetic
speech. The prosodic parameters play an important role in
the full speech synthesis process. The quality (i.e. intelligibility and naturalness of the synthetic speech) is a very
difficult task. The automatic system design for the preprocessing of the signal and text, training of the prosody by
the ANN and prosody modeling are the goals of our research. We use a speech unit segmentation of a text for
prosody modeling. The phonemes are the basic units in our
neural network approach.

2. Speech Laboratory
Speech Laboratory is a complex system which was
created as a user friendly application of the neural networks in prosody modeling of synthetic speech. The pro-

ject consists of the tools necessary for utilizing neural networks in prosody modeling. Individual tools can be divided into three categories:
• Pre-processing tools: tools for data preparation, data
creation and analysis.
• Processing tools: tools for working with neural nets,
such as training, storage and analysis.
• Post-processing tools: tools for visualization,
comparison and analysis of synthetic speech.
When artificial neural networks (ANN) are used as a
prosody synthesizer, several things have to be done. The
ANN is a simulation tool. Its use can be divided into two
steps. In the first step, the ANN is created and trained on
the input data. Prosodic parameters such as fundamental
frequency (pitch period), phoneme duration and intensity
have to be extracted from the acoustic *.wav files. Extracted parameters create target vectors for the training
process. In the second step, the ANN is used as a projection of input data extracted from the text into the outputs.
These outputs directly represent prosodic parameters.
The following text describes how particular tools of
the Speech Laboratory project can be used for Text-toProsody (TTP) synthesis. The following sections lead one
through all the necessary steps needed for the successful
use of neural nets in TTP synthesis.

2.1 PPL - Pitch Period Laboratory
Let’s suppose, that we have the database, which consists of acoustic *.wav files. The first step that has to be
done is to detect the pitch period. A tool named PPL [5] is
used for detecting this.
An analysis is done on segments with selectable
length and overlap. Each segment may be multiplied by a
selectable window function (Bartlett’s, Hamming’s,
Blackman’s, …). Particular segments are then analyzed by
one of two algorithms:
• FFT – Fast Fourier Transform,
• ACF – Autocorrelation Function.
The results are saved in a text file. An example of the
pitch period detection by the tool PPL is shown in Fig. 1.
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The detected pitch period creates the first part of the
target vector needed for the training process of ANN. The
second important part is created by a vector of durations.
The tool named LABEL enables the detection of durations.

2.3 DB – Data Base Maintain Tool
The DB manages the data of speech database. Particular vectors such as pitch period, intensity, duration, etc.
are stored in separate files (*.f0, *.int, *.dur, etc.). The DB
enables operations such as:
• Data conversion – conversion between several data
standards, transcribes text into phonemes representation, etc.
• Data synchronization – synchronizes the data together
(synchronization of a detected pitch period with phonemes).
• Data formatting – formats data according to the required rules. This feature enables one to generate special interface files to provide extra-project communication.
• Data classification – the DB supports some statistical
classification methods.

Fig. 1. The main window of the tool PPL. The tool PPL serves
as a pitch period detector.

2.2 LABEL
The LABEL provides for the positioning of time
marks into the acoustic continuance of *.wav file. Particular marks determine beginnings and endings of the phonemes. Marks are placed into the acoustic continuances
manually. The distance between the marks determines the
duration of the phoneme.
Fig. 2 shows the user interface of the LABEL. In order
to be able to label the durations, the text representation of
the acoustic form of exemplar database1 has to be translated into the phonemes. This is performed by a tool named
DB.

The PPL, LABEL and DB support the creation of target vector that is essential for the process of the supervised
ANN’s training. The input vector is also very important.
The IVL creates the input vector.

2.4 IVL – Input Vector Laboratory
The IVL generates input vector parameters. The input
text is translated into phonemes [9] and proceeds according
to the mask.2 The key which determines positions and
types of detected text parameters is called the mask. Output
is represented by a data matrix which consists of particular
input vectors.
Detectable parameters can be divided into the following three categories:
• Linguistic parameters – detection of features such as
vocals, consonants, accents, prepositions, etc.
• Statistical parameters – detection of features such as
the position in the sentence and in the word, the number of sentences, the number of words, the number of
phonemes, etc.
• Informative – additional (optional) features for better
orientation in a data vector.

Fig. 2. The main window of the tool LABEL. The tool LABEL
serves for the classification of phoneme’s lengths.

1

It is a database, which contains natural prosody labels
of human speech.

The linguistic parameters are created only by properties of the Czech language which can have an important
influence on prosody according to our previous experience
and expert knowledge [2], [3], [14]. We will use a text and
its speech signal for the ANN training. Target values are
extracted from the speech signal for prosody modeling.
The text will be available for the ANN input data for real
prosody modeling. We cannot completely use all information extracted from a natural speech signal in automatic

2

The mask represents the key, which encodes a type and
an order of extracted text parameters.
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input data creation. For example, the so-called prominence
creation3 cannot be differentiated automatically.
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• Operation point analysis – this algorithm classifies
the position of the neuron’s operation point. The classification is done on a base of mean value and standard deviation of neuron’s output signal.
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• Energy flow analysis – this type of analysis detects
the energy of neurons signal. The definition of neuron
energy is given by equation (2).
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• Sensitivity analysis – this analysis uses sensitivities.
According to the type of sensitivity used it will not
only indicate the importance of input, weight, bias,
but also the useless neuron could be detected. The
definition of sensitivity [15] is given by equation (3).
Fig. 3. User interface of the tool IVL.

The influence of the phonemes co-articulation is also very
important from the point of view of prosody modeling and,
therefore, we will use a moving window over several phonemes in the training process. We will try to ensure a suitable relation of numerical values among the different type
of representatives of the parameters. Similar properties are
assigned by neighboring numerical values [2], [3], [14].
The IVL is programmed in such a way that numbers
and types of detectable parameters could be easily extended by new ones. An example of an IVL window is
shown in Fig. 3.
The PPL, Label, DB and IVL give full support for
data-creation that is important for the training process of
ANN.

2.5 NNL – Neural Net Laboratory

S ( y, xi ) =

∂y .
∂xi

An example of the ANN analysis window is shown in
Fig. 4. Analyses are used for a detection of inappropriately
trained neurons. Detected neurons are then retrained or
pruned.
The NNL supports variety types of visualization plots.
The NNL shows not only a network structure, but also plots
graphs of signal continuances in various positions of ANN.
The above-mentioned tools enable a creation of prosodic database and ANN for the modeling of synthetic
prosody. By using these tools, we are able to create a socalled TTP synthesizer. Unfortunately, the generated prosody is represented only by a set of vectors, which may be
displayed on a graph. The conversion of the data to
acoustic form is done by a tool named Synth.

The NNL is a tool that supports a graphical user interface for operations on ANNs. NNL covers operations such
as creation, training, storage and analysis of ANNs. The
tool supports a wide range of training algorithms. The fast
error back-propagation algorithm (with a moment and
adaptive learning rate), Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm,
and the sigmoidal and linear activation function are implemented in the first experiments [13]. It is possible to add
other algorithms and activation functions in the future.
The NNL supports a wide range of analysis
algorithms. These algorithms are used for the optimization
of neural network topology in order to improve the
generalization ability of ANN [6], [7]. Currently the
following algorithms are implemented.

3

Fig. 4. ANN’s weights sensitivity analysis of neuron n (1,1).

The prominences demonstrate the different weights of a
stress in a sentence.

(3)
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(4)

physical and mental state of the approbator can be
eliminated by the automatic approach. It is possible to
mention that a full automatic determination of the
beginning and ending of speech units (labeling) is
controversial. During the training of ANN, the
automatically labeled signal needed for the determination
of target values have to be checked and corrected by a
person, but in the real synthesizer, utilization it is not
possible. Therefore, the resulting signal can have some
audible anomalies.

where I is an intensity, F0 (τ ) is a fundamental
frequency contour and t is time.

More details about the feature selection and ANN
training were presented in [2], [4], [14].

• Speech representation – the Synth has an ability to
send data via the Internet to the Czech Text – to Speech (TTS) system ARTIC [1], [4] from the University of West Bohemia in Pilsen. A special file interface was created to enable an online access. This
type of synthesis offers real synthetic speech with
controlled prosody.

We can state that ANN training can be successfully
used for prosody modeling. The described software
package enables an easier application of ANN training, and
the package uses MATLAB with Neural Network Toolbox.

The Synth is more sophisticated. Apart from generating prosody by ANNs, Synth supports more types of
prosody generation, such as monotonous, manual or Fujisaki’s models. An example of Synth is shown in Fig. 5.

The research described in this paper was financially
supported by the Czech Grant Agency under grant No.
102/ 02/0124.

2.6 Synth – Synthesizer
This tool enables one to change prosodic data into
acoustic form. Synth supports two types of synthesis:
• Wave representation – Synth generates only waveforms [7] of a pitch period with respect to phonemes
duration and intensity. Waves are generated according to equation (4)

y = I sin (2πf (τ )t )
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